
 
 
 

Icebreakers and Energizers 
 

Whether it is the opening of a conference that needs an energizing start to break ice and bond people                   
or it is the after-lunch break where you see the challenge to have the participants active and focused –                   
using the elements from African traditional music as an icebreaker or energizer adds a special moment                
to your important event.  
 

We will play with the fascinating rhythmic universe of West African traditional music engaging the               
participants into creating the rhythms. It melts the barriers between people and works as an effective                
way to get diverse groups to communicate with each other. Having your attention refocused as well as                 
the feeling of achievement as a group creates a positive basis for any further activity.  
 

It is suitable for everyone. No need to be musically talented or to have any prior experience with music.  
 

We work directly with you and for you, to customize our programs according to your organisation’s                
preferences. It is easy to inject the messages your organisation wants to communicate into our programs. 
 

Facilitators 
 

Aakusti Oksanen is the founding leader of Djembepaja and Mande Maja Association. He             
has a long pedagogical experience varying from music to theatre. He is also a cultural               
researcher and documentarist specializing in the West African music. Oksanen works           
actively as an educator and a music teacher at Käpylän musiikkiopisto, and is a performing               
artist with numerous music groups, including his Mande Maja Band. 
 
Mariann Nagatsu has a wide-ranging experience as an advisor for top executives            
development and talent management at Estonian Government Office. She has a MSc in             
psychology and a valuable work experience in human resources management. She is a             
co-founder and board member of NGO Must Jää and her passion is to find the best ways to                  
use the elements of African drumming for developing people and organisations. 
 
 

Depending on the aim of the activity and size of the group, additional experts can be involved to maximise                   
the benefit for the group.  
 

Please contact us to specify your needs and agree upon a suitable price for your activity. 
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